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**DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER  DISTURBANCE/NOISE**  
Location: PARKING LOT LOMMASSON  
Summary: NOISE COMPLAINT x 2
A CAR ALARMS KEEPS GOING OFF. THE CAR IS IN THE LOMMASSON PARKING LOT  
UNABLE TO LOCATE VEHICLE --
NO ALARM WENT OFF WHILE OFFICERS WERE IN AREA

**CRIMINAL MISCHIEF CRIMINAL MISCHIEF/VANDALISM**  
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE - SISSON APTS.  
Summary: Officer Advice-Caller would like to talk to an Officer about an incident that happened at the play ground at the apartments. Officer spoke to caller. Officer went to the apartments and talked to both parties.

**SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS PERSON**  
Location: CAMPUS REC CENTER - 29  
Summary: Caller advises that a female on a bicycle was screaming obscenities and offensive remarks at the caller as she was walking into the Rec. Center. The female then rode off on her bicycle. -U15 checked area and was unable to locate the female.

**THEFT BIKE THEFT**  
Location: PHYSICAL PLANT - 32  
Summary: Walk up request to speak to an officer about a stolen bike

**ALARM ALARM - OTHER**  
Location: FORT MISSOULA - FIELD RESEARCH CENT  
Summary: West Flight overhead alarm. Officer responded.

**TRAFFIC ACCIDENT TRAFFIC ACCIDENT- NON-INJURY**  
Location: PARKING LOT U  
Summary: Custodians vehicle slid into another vehicle in parking lot.

Officer responded and will do report.

**TRAFFIC ACCIDENT TRAFFIC ACCIDENT- NON-INJURY**  
Location: PARKING LOT W  
Summary:

**ALARM ALARM - OTHER**  
Location: CHEMISTRY/PHARMACY -14  
Summary: Protection Loop Trouble west inside door. Officer responded to check the panel.
Location: PARKING LOT P
Summary: Caller advises a male driver in a grey passenger car almost hit him near the intersection of 5th and Madison on UM property.
-U14 spoke to the caller by phone.

Location: DORM - MILLER HALL - 108
Summary: RA from dorm request officer to pick up a bag of marijuana a student found outside and turned in.

Location: NON-JURISDICTIONAL
Summary: Walk up request to speak to an officer about an incident that happened at a student job site on 11/12/2014.

Location: PARKING LOT Z
Summary: Dog has been left in a vehicle and looks cold.

Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-GRANITE COURT
Summary: Canadian Mounted Police requested 911 send officer for a welfare check on female child. MPD officer request UMPD. Officer responded to receive info. Child is okay and officers cleared.

Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-BANNACK COURTS
Summary: CALLER REQUESTED A WELFARE CHECK ON HER DAUGHTER. CALLER REQUESTS A CALL BACK FROM EITHER UMPD OR HER DAUGHTER

NEGATIVE CONTACT -- NO ONE IS HOME

Location: CAMPUS REC CENTER - 29
Summary: Caller request officer to speak with a student who bought a lock from Campus Rec. Locked his belongings up and had problem with the lock but was certain he locked it. When he returned his items were missing. No report needed at this time.

Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-GRANITE COURT
Summary: CALLER REQUESTED A WELFARE CHECK ON HER DAUGHTER. CALLER REQUESTS A CALL BACK FROM EITHER UMPD OR HER DAUGHTER

NEGATIVE CONTACT -- NO ONE IS HOME

Location: GROUNDS
Summary: Caller saw a man "stumbling and screaming for help" crossing the oval, from the DHC to the UC. Wearing a dark colored hoodie. She was unable to get a better description as she was looking from the 4th floor of Knowles.

Officer responded to the area and spoke with male, who refused a ride home.

Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-GRANITE COURT
Summary: CALLER REQUESTED A WELFARE CHECK ON HER DAUGHTER. CALLER REQUESTS A CALL BACK FROM EITHER UMPD OR HER DAUGHTER

NEGATIVE CONTACT -- NO ONE IS HOME

Location: PARKING LOT Z
Summary: Caller advises a male driver in a grey passenger car almost hit him near the intersection of 5th and Madison on UM property.
-U14 spoke to the caller by phone.
DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER DISTURBANCE/NOISE  
Location : UNIVERSITY VILLAGE - SISSON APTS.  
Summary : Caller advises that she heard yelling in one of the apartments around hers. She thinks there might be a physical disturbance also since she heard banging but she can't tell where it is coming from.  
-U11 and U5 checked area and talked to caller. They were unable to locate the source of the noise. The caller told officers that it might have been kids fighting.

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER DISTURBANCE/NOISE  
Location : UNIVERSITY VILLAGE - CINNABAR DRIVE  
Summary : NOISE COMPLAINT  
THE RESIDENTS IN 1606 CINNABAR ARE RUNNING UP AND DOWN THE STAIRS AND BANGING ON THE WALLS  
RENTER WAS NOT HOME OFFICER MADE CONTACT WITH HER SON. THEY WILL KEEP IT DOWN  
ADVISED COMMUNITY ASSISTANT

SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS PERSON  
Location : UNIVERSITY CENTER - 91  
Summary : PERSON TO BE REMOVED  
CALLER ADVISED THE BUILDING IS CLOSED AND THERE IS A MALE REFUSING TO LEAVE.  
CALLER ADVISED HE IS BY THE KBGA OFFICE  
MALE WAS GONE WHEN OFFICERS ARRIVED

TRAFFIC CRIME HIT AND RUN - TRAFFIC CRIME  
Location : CAMPUS DRIVE  
Summary : hit and run

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT-INJURY BICYCLE - TRAFFIC INJURY  
Location : MUSIC - 18  
Summary : A bicyclist ran into the caller after she got off the bus in front of Music. He stopped and spoke to her but she did not get his contact information.  
-U15 took a report from the caller by phone.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  
Location : DORM - JESSE HALL N - 109  
Summary : RA is reporting possible illegal marijuana activity.

PUBLIC SAFETY OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUE  
Location : UNIVERSITY VILLAGE - BANACK COURTS  
Summary : Fire Dept. is responding for a smell of gas through-out the building at 313 Bannack Ct.  
-Advised Res. Life office at U.V.-Officers are busy on another call.
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Nov 14, 2014-Friday at 22:14  14-11-14-008733
Location : DORM - ABER HALL - 110
Summary : RA is reporting possible illegal marijuana activity.
-Per U21, he confirmed the odor, occupants would not answer the door, RA will handle via SCC.

DRUG/NARCOTIC POSSESSION OF DANGEROUS DRUGS  Nov 14, 2014-Friday at 23:12  14-11-14-008739
Location : DORM - MILLER HALL - 108
Summary : POSSIBLE MARIJUANA ACTIVITY/SMELL

UNFOUNDED -- JUST BAD ODOR

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE REQUIRED  Nov 15, 2014-Saturday at 09:59  14-11-15-008750
Location : M-TECH (SHEEHAN-MAJESTIC) STORAGE
Summary : Request for an Officer to check out the building for a possible natural gas smell. Officer is responding and requested fire respond as well. North Western Energy will respond as well. Fire and North Western said everything is ok in the building.